SUSPA adjustment systems for medical applications
Comfort and ergonomics for the patient and nursing staff with SUSPA adjustment systems

1. **Pneumatic Lifting Column – VariStand**
   - The ready-to-install, height-adjustable table column for different applications.
   - Adjustment range: up to 415 mm
   - Maximum load: up to 35 kg
   - Design: round tube
   - Rigid or elastic locking
   - OverRide-function: tabletop can be lifted without activating the release (optional)

2. **Pneumatic Lifting Column – VariBase**
   - The ready-to-install, height-adjustable table column for different applications.
   - Adjustment range: up to 400 mm
   - Maximum load: up to 35 kg
   - Design: square tube
   - Rigid or elastic locking
   - OverRide-function: tabletop can be lifted without activating the release (optional)
3 **Lockable Gas spring – Varilock**

Customized for the support of the stand-up function and the comfortable seat adjustment of wheelchairs and the infinitely adjustment of reclining surfaces in hospital beds.

- Rigid or elastic locking
- Direct or indirect release
- Many special functions available

4 **Damper – Softline**

For a comfortable adjustment of the swivelling bed side rail free from vibrations.

- Very small installation space
- Variable layout of damping force and connections
- Durable economic solution
Higher Quality of Life with Technology from SUSPA

Chronically ill people, injured patients or people with physical constraints are dependent on support for their movements and in their daily life. A self-determined support independent of third parties improves quality of life significantly.

SUSPA technology can help here: thanks to an infinitely variable adjustment, beds, wheelchairs or tables can easily be adjusted to various needs. At the same time, the height adjustment systems from SUSPA make the work of qualified personnel easier. They help saving effort and support during the patient care. Moreover, since adjustment systems from SUSPA can be installed in the smallest of spaces, there are no limits regarding design and layout.

Adjustment systems from SUSPA are resilient and reliable. No matter if patient, nursing relatives or qualified personnel – technology from SUSPA brings ergonomics into daily life.